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1. 

Mr. President of the Association, Mr, Chairman, 

Ladies and Gentlemen. 

It is a great honour for me to be invited to 

participate in the Annual Scientific Conference of the 

Irish Dental Association. In the past 9 years this 

will be the sixth occasion on which I have participated 

at your annual conference; Bundoran, Ennis, Killarney, C~&K 

~exford and now ~aterville. The subjects on which I have 

spoken at these scientifit meetings have ranged from the 

clinical aspects of dentistry for chi'ldren such'-as 

and,Topical Flou~ide Applications to the more theoretical 
~- :.--,'.........~ ~. --

aspects of prevention like Experimental Designs used for 

Clinical Trials of Caries Preventive Agents and the 

Statistical Methods used in Analysing Caries Data. 

My talk to-day is entitled "Dental Services in the 

, .: ,'I> 
, 

• • ' 

J 
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Republic of Ireland" and. even though at first glance 

it may not appear so, I believe it is no less scientific 

than my previous contributions, In the past twenty five 

years there has been a tremehdous world~ide increase in 

1./..4. $ e.J ... _e..4-
interest in .flO!:'3 Q= of delivering medical and dental care 

to ~ population groups, The reasons for this sudden 

increase in interest are probably complex, but two reasons 

stand our., On the one hand the remedies we dentists and 

doctors have devised for treating diseases which affect 

large sections of the population have grown increasingly 

sophisticated and expeasive and outside the resources 

of many patients who need treatment. On the other hand 

most countries now take the principle of equal rights 

loA. o.t-L 
J'rA;P@ "W3"'Q:O seriously and in the case of' Health this 

bas meant increasing involvement of the state in 

delivering health care especially to those who cannot 

afford to pay for it. Inevitably, once public funds 
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are being spent then the need'to evaluate the efficiency 

of the system of delivering medical and dental care is 

essential if we are to be reasonably happy that the system 

in use is t he best of t h'e ava i lab le a lt ernat i ves and that 

our money is being well spent. In dentistry it is o~ly in the 

past 10 - 15 years that active research in this field has 

taken pla'ce and i.t is only in the past five or so that 

worthwhile research papers have begun to appear; cost 

bebefit a~alysis. cost effectiveness. t~eatment need and 

; ..... f .. .-n.a...l. 
demand. Health care economicsi\ are concepts which are 

relatively new to dentistry but. whether we like ,it or 

not are likely to play an increasing role in the theory. 

practice and planning of Dentistry for many years' to come//PO&'Sf' 
• 

I h~ve had some difficulty in deciqing on the topics 

, to cover in this talk to-day but at'ter.i'~ "II N Y 

~ changes ot' mind I have decided. taking into 

account the time availabl~to confine myself to considering 

.. ' 
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p~imary dental ca~e se~vices as distinct f~om specialist and 

consultant services. I can assure you that this decision 

does not mean a lack of interest on my pa~t or that of 

the Department of Health in the Hospital and Consultant 

Dental services.Development of these services is essential 

and inevitable. 

My talk to-day can be divided into five main sections. 

To begin with I would like to sp~nd a few minutes looking 

~t the diffe~ent sys~ems of delivering Dental care throughout 

the W 0 r 1 d • ~&i::ll!II!I=;::t_'"'Ct:lol ~L;:II_c -=i:\lJi'S't.!!_=I;&'I"3S==D,,::rIl<llllitliOJ:1i u_~l:S:r"'ls:f~!;Iom.ee 

. ..:..sll2JiII''''_p_a088'''<Oj~Ie __ 8'"''16!F'lFII'. It will then be inte~est ing. I hope. 

Slide 1. 

Provision of Dental Care. 

System in Ire.land 

Need and Demand. 

~:an po\;e~. 

Priority G~oups. 

,. 
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5. 

to look at the systemof delivering Dental Care in Ireland 

In the third section I will attempt to consider the need 

and demand for Dental treatment in Ireland taking into 

consideration the limited information available. Following 

on this it is logical to consider the manpower (Dentists) 

available and likely to be available to meet this need and 

demand • Finally since it will be apparent that neither 

. resource .. · or manpower will atlow us to provide comprehens·ive 

Dental care for all members of the population. the selection 

of priorityAgrOups will continue to occupy our minds. 

In this final sec~ion I will question the basis on which 

on. ~{liSioec in. .. ..p~ 
priority groups, for Dental Care are currently selected. 

~ 

Beginning then with ~ brief look at the systems of 

delivering Dental.Care worldwide the World Health Organisation 

bas taken considerable interest in this subject i~.rrecent 
~ . ..:' 

years • 

" • -. - ·-·l~ 
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Slide 2 • 

. Provision of Dental Care 

Mainly Private. 

Mainly State. I 
Private and State. 

It has clqssificd medical and Dental personnel who 

provide care to communities according to their method 

of payment or employment. Not surprisingly the method of 

payment or employment f'·,cc, •. 5;r ref'lects the political and 

economic organisation of the country. Australia and the 

U.S. are countries whose political and economic philosophy favour~ 

free enterprise and the provision of' dental care is based 

largely on private pratt ide. It is interesting. howev~r. 

that in red~nt years government involvement in the delivery 

of' care in these countries has increased -41;. ..... ,.~ • '5 and it 

wo u 1 d a p pea r t hat co u n t r i e s s u c has the U. S. -wi"' , !:l a.lI" 
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-..... ""'=: .. 71;:;1; ::;Ia;!;;I; .. JiooI ........ l""'ti:Il .... :uIf'Ee_I""'''''':::>s.~ .. __ -e-, are g r a d u a 11 y t h ink i n g 

of changing to a mixture of private and state. At the 

opposite end of this scale are the Eastern Blocl 

countries such as Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia ~here 

the sys~em of providing dental care is mainly state-

~iJh dentists being paid a salary. In Czechoslovakia 
I 

run 
, 

for instance the dental service is almost entirely 

government~l, is developed. in accordance ~ith state 

economic plans, is financed from the State Budget and 

is d~livered free of ~harge by salaried dentists through a 

network of basic and specialised dental health centres. 

5 

'·;tsinG t1baiB18bal~i8==9pg UgmPO ? feRtile? ;0 M8RY 

t '8 e As I said the method 

of employment or payment reflects the political and 

economic organisation of the country; Ireland is a 

country ~hich has an economic system based largely on 
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free enterprise but has a social philosophy in which the 

government accepts a large responsibility for the provision 

of health care. Hence the system of delivery of dental care 

to the com~unity in this country is a mixture of private 

"and salaried dentistry. There is no reason to believe 

that this is likely to change in tbe near future. 

A country tbat bas many characteristics similiar to ' 

Ireland is Norway. It has a 

Slide 3. 

Norway Ireland 

Pop. 4 m 

Pop/KM2 12 44 

Dentists 4000 900 

1 1000 1 : 3500 

P.P. 60" 

P. H. 22% 

! 
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population of 4 m compared with 3-2 in Ireland • 

.:DENSi"?." 
The ~SiAe~ of the population is low in both countries; 

p...,.,. "W'ILL Ie; es,,<lLn.e.. 
l2,\in Norway as. against 44 in Ireland; in England it is 

The number of dentists in Norway is considerably 

greater than in Ireland. In Norway there are approximately 

4000 Jentists as compared with 900 or so in Ireland giving 
I 

one dentist for every 1000 of the 
'N 

PPPulatiol\Norway compared 

with 1 for every 3.700 in Ireland. Perhaps it is a sobering 

thought that Our presence. that is dentists, does not 

necessarily mean that the level of dental disease will 

~be 10werA As you can see on the slide the caries 

experience of children aged 13-14 years in Norway in 

1975 was 12-6 decayed_ missing, or rilled teeth; the 

corresponding figure in Ireland 6'9 based on Our most 

recent national s~rvey. In England and Wales it is 

6·3. In a recent commentary on the Dental Services in 

Norway,- Dr_ Per Baerum their Chief Dental Officer 
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Mean DMFT at 13-14 Years. 

~Y§~H 12·6 

Irfland 6·9 
1964 ) 

I 
Bngland 

and 
6·3 Wales 

( 1973,) 

pOinted out that up to the early 1970s little emphasis 

had been placed on prevention: the aim of the service 

waa to restore all decayed teeth. Thia aim was 

aChieved with resounding success: The 'mean DMFT score 

of 12.6 on the screen was almost entirely made up or the 

tI. Q /.0. ... tn.~"'~c.l> .ll~l$.r 

F component; ~ Since 1970 and particularly since 1975 many 

local authorities woJI,ItI,l!:;t_1P ''ltJoet,! VRQ1l n U 'l 

~giS_J<a_2""_2"aotl't have developed pro'gr_s ror organ1sed 

distribut10n ot' t'louride tablets. l~ 1976._60·per. cent 
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-'~ ma·ternity. and c.hi"ld 'prevent·i.ye._servi~.es·-distribute-d the. 

'---
·t·hei·.tab·1etll. There are only about 150 Hygienists in 

Norway with only 45 new students being trained anual1y 

in the two-year courses run by the dental schools. 

Because hygienists are in sucb short supply a trend is 

developing for dental health assistants to be trained 

locally to give preventive advice and distribute flouride 

.shor-t-t·r·ain.ing_course·.-- Since the change in philosophy in 

the early lY70s from a treatment orientated service to a 

preventive orientated one there is growing evidence that 

it is being Buccessf~l. A number or limited re~ent studies 

bave shown that the decay experience or Norwegian children 

is beginning to reach less dramatic levels (DMF'1'_ 8'5). 

I do not wish to consider the Norw~gian scene rurther 

.! 

j 
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at this stage except to make two pOints. Pirst1y. there 

i...:J1Lc.:b 
is a lesson to be learned. (irA we here needed a lesson on 

this score at this stage) and that is that a treatment 

orientated dental service has little to ofrer in the long 

J 

term. reCOndlY. the rigures QlI.oted for Ireland here are -, 

somewhat out of date and there is little doubt that stud1es 

on the level or dental disease in Ireland are required.' 

Perhaps the figure of 6·9 quoted on this slide is less. 

There are a lot or reasons why it could be • 

State involvement in providing dent~l care in Ireland 

is. as you all well know. divided into two groups: the 

PubliC Dental Service and the Social Welfare Dental 

Benefit Scheme. Certain sections of the population are 

entitled to dental treatment or varying sophistication 

under these schemes. No doubt you are all aware. as 

I am. of the limitations and problems of these schemes 

", 
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and there is certainly a need for their planned improvement 

and development. Extensive debates are currently in 

progress with this aim in mind. and I do not wish to 

pre-empt these discussions by going into detailsA1 t;L."S , .. "'~..(... 

It is comforting in a way that simlllar debates and 

reviews of dentalservices have recently taken place or 

are taking place in many other countries. We are not the 

only country which has carried out a "comprehensive 

review" of the dental services. 

The World Health Urganisation in collaboration 

with the U.S. Public Heaith Service is currently 

carrying out an lntern~tional Study with a view to 

measuring the effectiveness and erricie~cy of the 

different systems of providing dental care in 

different countries. To date this study has been 

carried out in Norway. Australia. New Zealand. West 
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Germany and Japan. In two countries at least the 

~indings of the collaborative study has had a 

dramatic effect on the administrators who are 

responsible for delivering dental care. I have already 

mentioned Norway. Perhaps it is aleo interesting to 

n til"': ~; '-_L·~ '-.,,::.-'-

mention New Zealand. Since the 1920s a comprehensive 

" 
dental treatment service. making widespread use ~f 

dental therapists or auxiliaries was rendered to all 

children up to the age of 13 years. and in the late 

1930s this comprehensive treatment service was extended 

up to the age of 16 years. It has recently been 

extended to 18 years for those still dependent on their 

parents. After this age dental care is provided by 

private practitioners on a direct fee for service baSis. 

The recent collaborative study showed that whilst the 

child population had a negligible tooth loss and 
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"r<) Cle...o!>i ..,..1> untreat"ed caries, the population aged 35 ,!Io 45 years 
r. 

had the highest level of edentulousness of the five 

countries studied: Sydney(Australia) 12'8%, 

Trondelag (Norway) 5'8%, Hanover (West Germany 2·0%, 

Yamanashi (Japan) 0% whilst Cantebury (New Zealand) 

bad a staggering 35·6%. The authorities obviously 

were wor~ied by these findings and a national study, 

with much wider coverage, waS carried out in 1976. Tbe 

figures of the collaborative study were confirmed. 

Soo- 4' tc.ri.. ~.c.. 
Tooth loss commences during the years 20-24 ~s and 

steadily increases until by the age of 65 years, 73 per cent 

fI tn..44 (TlIl",,-t- on.. Q_ ( ... lee( 
of the population 1s edentulous. 1:t;·.i9._-d-i-t':H:clI"l·t~to-_ 

SCI''''.- C<2. I~ Q. poorr. ;"",..,J.tL<, tne .... 1:-
ex pl.a-i n'-t hi8'~-bU't/i-r"-llaS?1'eS .... It·e-~~~:Il-i:rik~in· 

As I said the State involvement in delivering 

dental care in Ireland is divided into two groups; 

. :-. 
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the Public Dental service and the Social Welfare Dental 

Benefit Scheme. We do not have any figures to compare 

the success of our system with that of other countries.;r~ ~~~~ 
be- J.. .. eptu.(! If ue. <l>;ol. 

Slide 5. 
r-------------~--------------, 

Public Dental Service 

Pre-school children 

National School children 

Medical card holders and 
dependants 

Social Welfare Dental Henefit 

Sc'heme 

Qualified Insured persons. 

Under the public dental service preschool children. 

national school children and medical card holders and 

dependants are eligibie for treatment and bnder ,the 

Social Welfare DentalBenefit Scheme qualified insured 
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Ion. &4A t"Q ..... t;. 
persons are e11gible ror treatment :Asome~~the 

patient being required to pay a proportion or the 

~--, 
cost.! Ir we look at the total population. :1'162 

million you will se. that overall 6Y per cent are 

oH.+ ,., state help for denta~ treatment of 

, 
some kind or other. C)All preschool Children are 

eligible@children attending private schools (4%) 

are excluded in the 5-12 year-olds leaving Y6%. 

eli'gible overal~\nlY dependants or medical 

card holders are eligible in the 1:1-16 year dld 

® ' 
age group (:l7r.),and in the 17 plus age group there is 

a mixture of medic~l card holders and, those eligible 

for treatment under SOCial Welfare Dental Benefit 

Scheme (72%). 

.~ 
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Slide 6. 

Dental Services Ireland 

Age No. ( 100Us ) " Eligible (% ) 

I 0·4 338 100 

5.12 556 96 

13016 240 37 

17+ 2.028 72 

Total 3,162 69 

I would like you to"take particular note of 

the figure for the 13-16 year-olds. You notice 

that "the percentage eligible for treat~ent is the 

lowest of the four age groupings. Later when I deal 

with priority and special groups 1 will refer back 

to this pOint • 

. ,.",; . 

I , 
I" 

I 
! 
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The allocation or eligibil1ty ror dental treatment by 

the age group1ngs Wh1Ch you see on the 
.. """"'~l' ell 
slide i'A historical AC..:,·cI ........ 1 

and indeed follows 'tiY'-a-:-d-eg-cee a trend experienced by 

(J) 
other countries, Comprehensive care) medical and dental) 

for chJldren under a Public Health Service is based 

I 
I . 

on the idea that a healthier start to lire will ensure. 

, 6) 
in ~he long term a healthier total pop~lation: inclusion 

or the less ·well-off section of the population is based 

on. 69 1 said earlier. the philosophy that Health is 

1I~~eftod. (j~ 
a social responsib111ty~and the stllte ~s ·.tlTis 

hence inclusion ~r Medical Card Holders. A more 

recent development is the notion or Health Insurance. 

either private or state and dentistry in this development is 

represented in Ireland by the Social Welfare Dental 

Benefit 
f.fP~~ 

sChemel/ The. fact that somebody is e11gible tor 

1 ___ _ 
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dental treatment does not necessarily mean of course 

that they receive it. We know for instance that in 

IY77. of the half a million Or so national schoolchildren. 

less'than 50 per cent received dental treatment, little 

is known ab~ut the uptake of dental treatment in the 

13-16'year-olds in the Public Debtal Service but at a 

guess it is probably less than 1070. In the case of the 

two million or so aged 17 
-rile. t"..P"'~It-t.. ""'4.s, 

and over on,ly about 

A 
20 per cent 

SL.'U)t- '1"-:----But what proportion of the population need dental 

treatment and of those that need it what is the extent of 

the need? Well at the moment we can safely say I suppose 

that almost lUU per cent Of the dentate population require 

some form of dental care. 

" 

I 
-; 
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Slide 7. 
:~ 
-." 

I Need for Dental Care 

Present ne~d. 

Projected need. 

With regard to the extent of the need at present 

well, in a word, we don't know. Only one treatment need 

8urvey that 1 know or has been conducted in Ireland; 

this was carr1ed out by Rois1n Gallagher 1n Uonegal 

in the early 708 in which the treatment needs or 

7 and 12 year-old schoolch11dren was assessed. In 

ract the study was mainly concerned with developing 

treatment need surveys because it has been realised tor 

some time that the tradit10nal dental survey is not 

;~'-"'-~-'~'~'-'~"-':'-';~">~"~.+-',-~~~.~.!~ ... -.~,,--------'~-'.-. --~.~.------~ .. ----,--~~~----] 

I 
I 
I 

. I 
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very userul in estimat1ng dental treatment needs. 

I- rIl. 74.t~ 
"'Ii!'IS:IIZIm=IO'O!i;;;;IC~S_' however, considerable advances have been 

made in methods or conducting such surveys and it ,is 

about time that estimates of dental treatment needs 

in this country./~With 
fl 

were made regard to projected 

treatment needs. well. the signs are that in the 

case of dental car1es at lea9~ considerable reductions 

'can be expected. Erricientimplementatlon or 

flour~dation to what is now well over sO per 'cent'of 

I..lLtlll,. 
'the pOPulat~o" will no doubt le,d to considerable reductions 

.(- -----" -'--'---,-'-,,--,--,----._-_. - ----,--
in the need for treatment or dental caries.! }o'Or example 

in a recent study in Britain it was found that as well 

to. 
as S7 per cent reduction in dental caries it was aleo 

found that fewer children had experienced toothache 

in the flouridated area (lY% as against 40~) and. 

mOre relevant to this discussion. fewer had needed 

I 
I 
I 
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extract~ons under general anaesthetic. 

Slide II. 

I Flouridation. 5 Year-old Chi~dren. 

Toothache (%) G.A. (%) 

Flobride 19 15 

Non-flouride 40 34 

The cost of dental treatment was over SO per cent 

less in t~e flouridated area. Mart~n Do~ner, whom 

you heard yesterday, confirmed ihese 

study comparing Birmingham and Salford. Adult 

4.40 
populations livlng 1n flouridated areas can

A 
be 
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expected to show major reductions in tooth loss 

( , 
due to car1es. ,The effect or preventive programmes 

other than flouridati6n such as rlouridc tablet 

distr1bution, w1despread awareness or the health 

education message through efficient employment of 

. ,0·",1·,·,·,·" ,.'" " """"" ,n ,." ... '"" 

the exteht of treatment requi~ed for caries is likel~ 

to be .reduced and also, and probably or more significance 

the nature and type of treatment required. is likely to 

alter; eN. eli;::: Z€spOnr",w-QIl toot h los s, ·Wlnit'lH>:r:oby.-l.od:a 1 

hkely ~o ~~~m=t:lUIcw~~ 
Future needs as a result or per10dontal d1sease are less 

clear at th1s stage but the eV1dence we have suggests that 

ESeb an efricient dental health education messqge together 

with increase 1n the demand and availability or 

~l~o 
dent a 1 care wi 11,\ lead to a reduct ion in the leve 1 0 f 

tooth lods from periodontal disease 1n ruture years. 
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Q.H.b 

It would seem then that with flourLdat10n a genu1ne overall 9 

" 
prevent1ve approach the high level Of tooth loss which 

as far as we know exists in this country at present will 

diminish and the need for partial and full dentures 

could Jell be less of a problem in future years. 

! 
The effect of preventive measures on the future 

need for orthodontic treatment has me slightly 

flumuxed. On the one hand it is claimed that early 

108s of teeth particularly deciduous teeth is a factor 

leading to orthodontic problems: on the other hand 

retention of all the permanent teeth can lead to 

overcrowding which again is a major contributing" factor 

in orthodontic problems. Researchers in the ortho~ontic 

world would appear to have not solved this one as yet. 

On balance, taking 1nto account the stud1es that have been 

conducted in th1S t1eld and, I must adm1t one's clin1cal 

at F • _ " )l .F . ~ 
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experience, 'retention or all permanent teeth 

part1cularly the f1rst permanent mOlars 19 11k~ly 

to i~ad ~o an 1ncrease 1n .he incidence of overcrowding 

w"" t, .. , w." ••• , " ., "" •• " " ". "., ,,' 

tbe more common orthodontic treatments. 

SJ.tJ)¢ ~ 1:,'-'--_ The demand for dental care can aga1n be considered 

under the present demand and the projected demand. As 

I ssid earlier. we know that 1n Ireland at present ~J~~ 

.01 
t';II·=E;il?ttt=;I!t:zitlD~~Rr'tit.{$l> the po'pulat10n who would be. reasonably 

expected to roqu1ra regular den~al care 

<.0. P t ... 1< c... IS 

Slide ~ • 
.---------------------~ 

Demand for Dental Gare 

l'resent demand 

Projected demand 

JJ¥::'. """.'_,.' ",iP 
e5 ,\"J 

" , 
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This is very low in comparison with other countries ____ ......... 

~f ssl-..C·+* and could be regarded as an indicat·ion of a 

general apathy towards Dental Health. This no doubt is 

part 0

1 
the story. However a major factor also is the 

availability, accessibility aDd acceptability of dentists 
I 

and dental manpower. 

Slide 10. 

Available 

Accessible, 

'Acceptab1e 
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The demand for a service that is in many areas scarce. 

difficult to get to and requires much time off school 

or work could well be low. To t&ke this ar~ument to 

the extreme the waiting list for heart transplants in 

Kerry is low at the moment simply because the service 

does not exist. The shortest waiting list of all 

is the non-existent one. ~aitinglists and ~he number 

on.,s 
of complaints can be useful indicat4:0Ds ot' the d.emand 

for a service but are likely to .underestimate it if 

the factors shown on the screen are not satisfactory. 

With regard to the projected demand for dental 

care well in common with other countries it is 

likely to increase with increasing standard of liVing 

and increasing availability. accessibility and 

acceptability of dental care. 

Consulting the crystal ball then it would seem 
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that given a genuine ongoing preventive approach the 
\IV'- .lA-<- c-Cv. l cl f' 0 (' ......l..J-..o.-

need for dental care>is likely to fall and the type 

. ..[~ ~.~ ~C'-~\.( ... '('" .. :=-~ f' k", ~_c(~ ... ~ 
\l 

of dental care\neetled __ is- likely to change, particularly 

in relation to tooth loss. At the same time a larger 

,~ 

proportion of the population ~ likely to demand and 

avail of 1 d t 1 If t I: , <. ~tJ~t.l.At(~ 't-14c.(.eH'(;~(. regu ar en a care. ~ ~ ~ -

How available and accessible is the dental manpower. 

.. ------_.- ----- -- - .-.---- - . -~-~.--.-- .•. _-. - -/
~-

to meet this changing need and increasing demand. ~ell 

if we look first of all at the availibility) the numbers 

of dentists, in tbis country you will see that in tb~ 

70s there has been a steady slow increase in the 

numbers of dentists names appearing on the Dentists 

Register. ~e have not yet reached the magic figure 

of 1,000, though 1 have received ~nside information (another 

good tip ) from the President of the Dental Board 

-that this figure could be reached this year. 

I 
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Slide 11. 

Dentists on Registe~. 

'70 697 

'71 721 

"2 749 

'.73 776 

'74 826 

'75 .904 

'76 897 

'77 901 

''78 954 

'79 967 

30. 

,. 
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Coming from that "source it must be a good bet aod I 

hope to be invited along when the bottle of champagne 

is opened. Obviously all those appearing on the register 

are not actively engaged in clinical practice. If we 

take the active 
e..f: lJ.... no",:"4<.. t

figureAas being SSO.with a popuhtion 

of 3. 162 million,"this gives a dentist to population 

ratio of 1 to 3.700 considerably less than what 

is generally accepted as satisfactory. To give a / 

dentist to population ratio of 1 to 2,000 ~e;.PA~ 

fa'. -7 t"" 6R, l,SISO dentists would be required. On the 

basis of the increase in the number of dentists 

registering in the 1970s it can be estimated that it 

will be the year 2000 at least before the desired 

numbers will be available; this assumes, of course, 

~o i~crease i~ the size of the population. Well 

will the trend shown on the screen change 7" Can we 
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;N''''4A.~ ~ 
Can we expect a dramatic in the numbers ~egistering 

,\ 

or indeed can we expect a decrease? It is ditficult 

to say; it is so dependent on numbers ~rained. 

salary structures. movement ot dentists to and from the 

U.K. 

into 

ard. now with the E.E. C. directives about to come 

~orce. to and from other E.B.C. cpuntries. Some 
./ 

of you may bave views on tbis 
. /. 

which would be welcome.:// 
I I . 

One way or the other we have problems with the number of 

dentists available. However when we look at the 

distribution. the acc.ssibility of dentists then the 

problem is even worse and less amenable to a solution. 

0.' 
lIreland has a low density of population for its size. 

e I k't!.... 
In comparison with countries Hollan~ Belgium 

f., 

and the U.K. countries sucb as Ireland. New Zealand. 

Norway and Australia are sparsely populated. 

.; 
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Slide 12. 

Population per KM2 

Netherlands 375 

Belgium 319 

U.K. 230 

Ireland 44 

New Zealand 12 

Nor-way 12 

Australia 2 

As well as having an overall low p~pulation 

density countries like Ireland also have the fact of 

increasing urbanisation in which a larger and larger-

proportion of the population live in tbe larger- cities 
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and towns and their 

5 .. ~'3 
J1, 

surrounds. 1 Extreme 

34. 

examples here 

'/ 

are the counties of Dublin and Leitrimi From the Health 

Services point of ~iew one third.of.the population here 

Slide 13. 

Population per KM2 

Co. Dublin 925 

Co. Leitrim 18. 

live in the Eastern Health Area. Coupled with this is 

the fact that dentists tend to prefer to live and practice 

60 
in the more urban areas. ~t_;tiJ __ ·lIIa~. one third of the 

population live in the Eastern Health Board Area 
C:2' .... \..'?;: l~~S.~?j:';..!.-~~~} .;,~."":.:.: ~::.....\~ ... ~V~ .~ '::.i:.' !....,;.-( ~ n.c( 

~:" .;:.. P:u...C("f'S.-Aool$ 
but als~ l)n!vh~lrL.or the a.v.a.i;.l;a.Me dentists practice '. ~ , '. 

there. This phenomenon is illustrated on this slide. 

, 
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Slide 14. 

Health Board D I P 

---- .. ---=~ 
Pop/KM

2 ~ 
I 

E 1 I 2. 830 212 (1) 

S 1 .: 4,050 38 (3) 

S.E. 1 4,210 35 (4) 

M. 1 4,710 31 (6) 

W. 1 4,730 24 (8) 

N.E. 1 5,010 49 (2) 

N.W. 1 5,340 28 (7) 

M.W. 1 5,400 34 (5) 

As you can see the Eastern Health Board has by 

. far the highest population number per square kilometre 

but it also has the greatest dentist to population 

."." POI .... :t" 
rat 10. The dentist to population ratios are arranged 

(I_tkR..t~f 
10 decreasing raok order here whilst in bracketsJ\are 

. / 
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! . 
the ~ank o~dc~s of the density of population. The 

~ 

population densities. in the ~emainlng health Boa~d 

a~eas a~e all ve~y similiar and no consistent t~end 

eme~ges in the ~elationship between the dentist to 

\ 
population ~ati08 and the density of the 

~UL4~n~~~ 

p&pulation. J 
/ 

Time does not permit me to breakdown ~~ into 
I, 

counties. But as 1 am sure most of you know even 

within the Health Board Areas the~e a~e wide discrepancies 

in the availability or dental man?owe~. This p~oblem 

of cou~se is not confined to l~eland and neither is it 

confined to dentistry. Many othe~ services tend to be 

concentrated in the urban more densely populated areas. 

Solutions to the problem ·of shortage of dental 

services in the less densely populated areas are 

difficult to come by. It has been suggested that 

, 

i 
I , 
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given an overall increase in the number of dentists the 

problem will solve itself; thae new dentists entering 

the profession will tend to go to those areas where 

dentists are scarce. Well experience in other countries 

would suggest that this is unlikely. \Jhat tends to 

happen is thst areas with the more favourable dentist to 

population ratios tend to become better off and those 

areas with a scarcity of dentists tend to improve very 

little if not ai all. This trend would also appear to be 

occurring here. The increase in the number or dentists 

in the past 10 years, modest as it is (300), has made 

little 00:' no difference to areas such' as the North \Jest 

and the Mid West. The problem exists tben and is 

unlikely to go away. even if we have a dramatic 

increase in the number or dentists practieing here. Pe..",<,,-€-· 

., 
" 

.,~ 

j 
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(l/k4. " ... 1\.6 
In countries where a comprehensive dental service 

j, 
,~ f"'....., 

'" is not available ~t all, efforts are made to do so 

II". 1ft. 44. Crt e""./: 
partially and to select priority groups. The criteria 

" 
used to select these varies "and some of the following 

8~ R c.a.d14/'t,c.S 
~~~~ are used or are proposed ~extbook~. 

Slide 15. 

Selection of PrioritJ Croups 

Dentally Hand;capped 

Prevention most effective. 

Irregular Attebders 

Low Income • 

• 
(I) Those for whom Dental disease or dental 

treatment is a problem, in other words the dentally 

-3 
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handicapped. 

• • 
(lL) Those for whom prevention both primary and 

secondary. is likely to have the most beneficial effect 

in the long run; this is why children are invariably 
r .! 

I ' .... "'\ r..,j r! '1 { It C; .... \ .... -"'; 

included. _.-

.. . 
(lll) Those who attend a dentist only in 

emergencies - presumably in the hope of making 

them regular attenders. 

_ (LV) And nnally those who cannot aUord to 

. pay for regular treatment - the low income group. 

If we concentrate for the moment on the second 

criterio~ emphasis is generally given to the young 

because it is hoped that by exposure to dentistrY 

at that age the young will eventually grow up 

1 _______ _ 

j 

·i 
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with better dental health and be more capable of 

looking after their dental health. In other words it 

• 
is a good investment from the state's pOint of 

view. In Ireland at present the group with the 

least entitlement to dental care of any kind are the 

13 to 16 year-aIds. If you remember in a slide I 

s~owed earlier it was estimated that less than 

40 per cent were. eligible in this ~ge group and {/.", ~ f"7~'1 /, <! 

.,:.J c\ ~ 

-iDc a'1-l les9 than 10 per cent ·r-e.'1.eJ.'Jed··-uea,!m-en·t:. 

4)'~, KMOtV 
However ~i9=x~wn that between ages 13 to 17 

many of the teeth and surfaces which contribute a 

major part of the total caries increment erupt and 

-----------....... ------ .. -----.- --"---"'- .-'-,~.- .. 0 
develop cO'ntact points with their neighbours.J At 

the age of 12 for instance only SO per cent or so 

. ,'. -, -;. '.'. '-'.: ",' 

.j 

-, 
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of the upper and lo~er ?9 are erupted alld approximately 

'one third of the ~ 59. 

Slide 16. 

Brupted Teeth (per cent). 

Age 12 13 1~ 15 

u4 115 93 97 911 

uS 65 79 90 95 

u7 49 67 91 98 

56 ?1 86 92 

L? 59 ?? 93 98 
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It is not until children have re~ched the age of 15 

or so that all posterior teeth are erupted and of 

course it will be some time after that before full 

contact points are establi~hed. We know that teeth 

are particularly prone to ~aries for a few years 

after eruption and we also know that during this 

time they are particularly amenable to some 

preventive techniques. Th~high incidence of dental 

caries d~~ing the ages 13 - 16 is bornc out in mony 

--7 
studies.! In the National Study conducted here in 

1964-'65 the average caries experience at the age 

of 17 was 11·5 D M F T. At the age of 12 the figure 

was 5·9. In other words almost SU per cent of the 

caries experience of 17 year-olds occurred between 

1 
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the .ages 13 to 17. In the case or caries therefore, 

both from the point or view or its prevention and 

early treatment there is a strong argument to be made 

for regarding 13 t6 17 year-tilds as a major priority; 

that it would be a sound investment to include them 

in a comprehensive dental care scheme. 'Indeed it 

could be argued that 13 to 17 year olds are asgreate,x: 

priority ·t.hlln say .4, .5., and 6 year-olds or 8,9, and 

10 year-olds. With regard to periodontal disease 

" 
tbere are again &trong arguments to be made for 

inclusion or young teenagers in a dental seevice. 

Slide 17. 

Caries Experience lreland. 

Age Mean' DMFT 

12 

17 11'0 5 

' . .I 
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We know for instance that early bone loss is 

~,'"lIJ.4.IL.~ 
already present in a ~~e proportion of this age 

group and we also know that teenagers are particularly 
, ~! P ", 

.'-." 0.:,.-, .. ,.' /-. . ,;t.t,S-
amenable to advice on .or.a:l:.-ohygi..ene· practices.' The 

l' 
priority rating that should be accorded to different 

age group. in a dental service could be easily the 

subject of one or more entire lectures and seminars. 

IID/Jwc9:{t t:11s stage 1 hope 1 have ma.de the point 

that 'it ill dil'fiofult to justify the present position 

wbereby ~eenagers occupy the lowest priority rating in which 

less tban 40 per cent of 13 to 16 year-olds are 
. , 

::. (' 7 ·::t :;, -" I , " '. :, . 

eligible for dental treatment and. less toan 10 per 
\ 

cent acuial'lY/l'.e£ej..v,e':)it. ---' . 

In conclusion may 1 summarise briefly what 

1 have been SaYing~The system or providing 

demtal care in Ireland has some characteristics 

-:.,,'\ - -. , , .. ' =9-, 

i 
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which are comffion to many other 

!;." 
countries.@jHow effective 

this system is in preventing and treating dental 

disease and in achieving the long term aim of any 

dental service) namely the retention of all natural 

teeth, is not known. We lack basic information 

at this stage. This kind of information is 

required not alone to let us know Where we are 

but also to allow us to evaluate later any Changes, 

that 'are made@l pointed out that even though 

the pres~ntneed and demand fo~ dental care is not 

known we do know that they are not being met at -
this stage. 1 suggested that thetuturc need tor 

dental 
L ....... , (::-< .. ..::,~ of\. ~.: ............... \, 

care could well fall 
/\ 

and that the type of 

treatment needed could alter, particularly as 

I ' \~, '~.-",-",~, ".',',~,.,"",,"7""""'" ~.,..",.,...----,..~~~--,.-,.,.....,.,....--:-~...,.,....--~ Y,:::S~$ .. --s.¥ .,,; ·H .. ~·:;;:;,.t~:'" ,_., 5!!F" ,24 :-.:.~, 

I i 

I 
I 

i , 
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a result or 0 reduct~aaAl08S fH'l • 1n common 

with many other countr1es we are ahort or dentists 

and 1t 1S d1rr1cult to predict how quickly this 

will be solved but it will. We have a particular 

problem or unequal distribution or dentists and 

on the evidence we have available it wculd seem 

that this is much less ~menable to a solution; 

that even with a major increase in the number or 

dentists some areas will still be without reasonable 

numbers~FinallY in a state such as ours whose reSOurces R~~ 

unlikely to permit a complete and comprehensive 

dental care service for all it is important that groups 

selected for care are selected on rational grounds 
1/ / 

.-' ~ ~ ,! -" ':':-,' .' .~ 

to ensure the best in~estment for money. 
:' 

Thank you for your attent10D. 

.if .,"=:-- ~ -. , ,; , , :; .. , .p;-.. 


